Abstract
INTRODUCTION
positions were random but predetermined prior to each session and were the same for every 151 subject.
153

Experiment I: Baseline Saccades
154
Data were collected from 9 experienced subjects, ages 25-38, 6 males and 3 females. This 155 included 3 of the authors who, unlike the other 6 subjects, were not naïve to the purposes of the 156 experiment. Experiment I consisted of 400 continuous trials divided into alternating blocks of 50 Data was collected from the same 7 subjects in both experiments, 6 of whom also 175 participated in Experiment I. Sessions were spaced apart by at least 24 hours to avoid any 176 residual adaptation from the previous day. Session run orders were also counterbalanced across 177 subjects. Each session was divided into 3 phases: a baseline phase in which the target did not 178 make an ISS, an adaptation phase in which the target made 2° ISSs, and a recovery phase in 179 which the target again did not step intrasaccadically. ISSs were triggered once the primary 180 saccade exceeded a velocity threshold of 30°/sec. In the short, 250-trial sessions there were 50 181 baseline trials, followed by 150 adaptation trials, and 50 recovery trials. The long sessions 182 contained 150 baseline trials, followed by 500 adaptation trials, and 150 recovery trials.
184
Data Analysis
185
Saccade gains and other parameters used for analyses were derived from the raw data using 186 a custom software package written for use with MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).
187
Primary saccades were detected automatically using a 20°/sec threshold, and then each trial was 188 visually inspected for accuracy. During the visual inspection phase, a small number of trials were 189 discarded due to blinks, anticipatory movements (<80ms or in the wrong direction), and abnormal 190 hypo-or hypermetricity (<65% or >150% of the target step). This amounted to 1604 trials out of short-IMI conditions. Aligning traces on saccade onset and averaging in this subject showed the 222 highly stereotyped kinematics of saccades (Fig. 1C,D) , but with greater peak velocities in the 223 short-IMI condition. The same pattern was seen on the group level, as shown in panels E&F.
224
Quantifications confirmed these general patterns across pacing and amplitude conditions (Fig. 2) .
225
Mean saccade gains were unaffected by pacing, but decreased with target amplitude.
226
Across subjects, there was no difference in gain between IMI conditions ( Fig. 2A; (Gillen et al. 2013 ). The normality of gain was convenient and reassuring for our 231 aim of studying saccade gain adaptation at faster pacing, but was by no means a foregone 232 conclusion. We anticipated that there might well have been a speed-accuracy trade-off, with more 233 urgency to make almost continuous movements reducing reaction times and reducing landing 234 accuracy.
235
Although there was surprisingly little effect of pacing on accuracy or reaction times, 
269
Figure 2 shows that as target amplitude increases, the Q ratio decreases, meaning that the relative 270 velocity profiles are less sharply peaked at higher target amplitudes.
271
The striking IMI-related differences in peak velocity, duration, and gain variability were 272 consistent within single subjects. To compare peak velocities within subjects, we first normalized 273 each single-trial peak velocity by dividing it by the square root of its amplitude (see Lebedev et 274 al. 1996). As shown in Figure 3 , we found that every subject showed higher normalized peak 275 velocities and higher gain variability in the short-IMI condition. Paired Student's t-tests 276 confirmed that normalized peak velocity was significantly higher for all subjects (p<0.02).
277
Likewise, two-sample F-tests of variance revealed significantly greater variability in short-IMI 278 saccade gains within every subject (p<0.03). Duration, on the other hand, was only significantly 279 shorter in 4/9 subjects (p<0.01). Hence, the velocity-precision trade-off we observed was not due 280 to individual differences between subjects.
281
Finally, corrective saccades were common in both pacing conditions. Because the target 282 started each trial from its previous landing position and remained visible during the inter-trial 283 interval, long-IMI trials had more time for subjects to correct for small errors post-saccade. Thus,
284
it is unsurprising that long-IMI trials tended to have a higher proportion of correctives than short-
285
IMI trials (31% vs. 39%), but these differences were not significant (F(1,8) = 3.9, p = 0.084). 
295
To validate the main findings of Experiment I, we conducted paired t-tests on the we found that the short-IMI sessions had significantly higher peak velocities (t(6) = 3.78, 
Recovery
398
Recovery from gain increase adaptation was overall smaller in magnitude compared to gain 399 decrease recovery (Table 1) , but then adaptation magnitudes between experiments were also 400 smaller. Again there were no within or between group differences in IMI condition. In the short 401 sessions, the short-IMI session showed a significant change in gain on the group level, with 2 402 subjects also showing significant gain changes (α = 0.05). In the long-IMI session on the other 403 hand, there was no significant gain recovery on the group and single-subject levels. In the long We find our results more surprising given that the stimuli and task were always the same and 496 only the pacing varied; moreover, all our subjects showed significant velocity increases. Concurrent to our own experiments, another group has also recently shown that IMI has 498 an effect on peak velocity and duration (Haith et al. 2012 ). The premise of their modeling study 499 was that simply making a successful saccade is rewarding in some sense, and that the expected 500 value of this reward is discounted as a function of time. They further proposed that in sequences 501 of saccades, the goal of the oculomotor system might then be to maximize the rate of reward.
502
Hence, increasing the pacing increases the rate of the most rewarding (least discounted) visual 503 information, which increases the 'value' of each saccade leading to faster movements. To test their 504 model predictions, they conducted an experiment in which subjects made ~40° horizontal 505 saccades to two alternating targets while the inter-trial interval was parametrically varied on a 506 trial-by-trial basis. They found that peak velocities increased and durations decreased with 507 decreasing IMIs. Although temporal discounting is usually used to explain behavior on a much 508 longer timescale, they provide an interesting explanation for why IMI has such a robust effect on 509 saccade kinematics.
510
Our data both support and question facets of their model. We extend their empirical 511 findings to a more natural oculomotor range, and at an individual rather than group level. All our 512 9 subjects had significantly faster normalized velocities at short-IMI compared to long-IMI (Fig.   513   3a) . The 10% speed increase to 10° targets matches their model well, but we found a slight 
Speed-Precision Tradeoff
526
A striking feature of our data was the increased variance of gain in the short-IMI pacing 527 (Fig. 2b) . Increases in gain variability were associated with increases in peak speed (Fig. 3) ,
528
suggesting that a speed-precision trade-off might underlie these effects of changing pacing. This In summary, the surprising plasticity of the main sequence due to pacing found by us and 541 limitations on motoneuronal firing (e.g. 'Bang-bang control models, Lehman and Stark 1979).
Modern optimization models provide provocative and exciting explanations of this novel finding.
544
However, our data can be explained via a Harris and Wolpert speed-precision trade-off without 545 invoking hyperbolic temporal discounting. 
